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Abstract Ensemble methods have shown to improve the results of statistical classifiers by combining multiple
single learners into a strong one. In this paper, we explore the use of ensemble methods at the level of the ob-
jective function of a deep neural network. We propose a novel objective function that is a linear combination of
single losses and integrate the proposed objective function into a deep neural network. By doing so, the weights
associated with the linear combination of losses are learned by back propagation during the training stage. We
study the impact of such an ensemble loss function on the state-of-the-art Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN)
for text classification. We show the effectiveness of our approach through comprehensive experiments on text
classification. The experimental results demonstrate a significant improvement compared with the conventional
state-of-the-art methods in the literature.
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1 Introduction1

Ensemble methods aim at combining predictions of several estimators in order to obtain better generalization or2

robustness. It has been shown that an ensemble of single learners can produce a strong learner, and the results3

produced by ensemble approaches such as random forests and boosting are among the state-of-the-art methods4

[5, 13].5

Loss functions are fundamental components of supervised and unsupervised machine learning systems and6

are used to train the model parameters. Good loss functions are crucial for the successful training of the model7

parameters, since standard training methods aim to determine the parameters that minimize the average value of8

the loss given an annotated training set.9

A loss function is a function which provides an indication of error of the estimation during the training stage.10

There has been much discussion about the characteristics of a good loss function which are briefly explained as11

follows:-12

Convexity The convexity makes optimization easier than the general case since a local minimum must be a global13

minimum, and first-order conditions are sufficient conditions for optimality. That is why the Square loss function14

is very popular in the machine learning problems as they tend to lead to a MSE estimator [44, 1].15
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Dual Sparsity Loss functions assign a value to each sample that represents how much that sample contributes16

to solving the optimization problem. For instance, the Zero-One loss function assigns zero to samples that are17

correctly classified. In contrast, the Sigmoid loss function gives a non-zero value (possibly very small) to samples18

that are correctly classified. This means that those samples contribute to solving the optimization problem. Hence,19

while Zero-one and Sigmoid loss functions are very similar in shape, the Sigmoid loss function leads to a less20

sparse optimization problem [37].21

Margin Enhancing A loss function is margin enhancing if minimization of the expected loss leads to a classifier22

enhancing the margin [28]. Learning a classifier with an acceptable margin would automatically increase general-23

ization. Enhancing the margin is possible if the loss function returns a small amount of loss for the correct samples24

that are close to the classification hyperplane. For example, Zero-One does not penalize correct samples at all and25

therefore it does not enhance the margin, while Hinge Loss is a margin enhancing loss function [28].26

Robustness A loss function may lead to a robust classifier if it does not assign high values to outliers. for example,27

Correntropy loss function, which is shown in Figure 3, has been proven to be a robust loss function [16, 18].28

Each loss function comes with its own characteristics, which might make it a good choice for an application29

and a bad one for the others. In order to make the best use of several loss functions, inspired by ensemble methods30

for prediction, we propose to use an ensemble of loss functions in the training stage. Through comprehensive31

experiments, we show how an ensemble loss function improves the performance of a state-of-the-art Convolutional32

Neural Network (CNN) for text classification. Our contributions are summarized as follows.33

1. We apply the ensemble loss function to complex neural networks featuring the state-of-the art CNNs.34

2. We study and analyze the contribution of each single loss function towards the ensemble loss.35

3. Using the ensemble loss function as a tool, we advance the appropriateness of individual loss functions for36

various text classification tasks.37

4. In Comparison with the current ensemble methods, our approach simultaneously learns the parameter of the38

learner and the weights associated with every single loss.39

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section (2) briefly introduces background information and40

related works. Section (3) introduces the proposed architecture. Section (4) presents the experimental evaluation on41

several text classification tasks. Finally, Section (5) concludes the paper and discusses future research directions.42

2 Related Works43

This work concentrates on two broad areas of research: 1) CNNs for text classification, and 2) ensemble methods.44

In this section, these two areas are covered.45

2.1 CNNs for Text Classification46

CNNs have been shown to achieve impressive results in the task of text classification [22, 43, 38]. One of the key47

ideas of CNNs is to apply convolutional layers in order to perform feature extraction and classification as a jointly48

training task [23]. This scheme has been improved significantly in recent years, especially in the area of computer49

vision, by using a CNN with many convolution and pooling layers to learn the hierarchical structure of the input50

[42]. CNN for text classification involves the use of word embeddings for representing words and a CNN aims at51

detecting the key n-grams features for learning how to discriminate documents on classification problems [2].52

Many current Natural Language Processing (NLP) approaches consider words as basic units and introduce53

words embeddings, which are continuous representations of words [2, 12]. The words in a text document may54

contain complicated syntactic and semantic relations as a result of local and long dependencies, and consequently55

it is not clear what is the best representation of a sequence of words. Some approaches model these complex56

relations by applying Recurrent Neural Networks composed of complex units designed to memorize long-distance57

dependencies such as Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) [19, 34, 35]. Such approaches, however, are difficult to58

parallelize and some researchers advocate for the use of CNNs instead. CNNs are usually composed of layers of59

convolutional filters and pooling filters, which can be implemented as matrix operations that are easy to compute60

in parallel in Graphical Processing Units (GPUs). The combination of convolutional layers followed by pooling61
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allows the system to learn to detect the most salient regions of the input space, regardless of the location in62

the document. In the case of CNNs for text classification, they can detect salient n-grams and can therefore63

model dependencies spanning several words. CNNs built by a single layer of convolutional filters such as the64

one proposed by Kim can achieve state-of-the-art (or comparable) results across several datasets [22]. The base65

architecture that we use in this paper is the CNN proposed by Kim.66

2.2 Ensemble Classifiers67

Ensemble classifiers are built by a set of individual models, which are named base learners, and combine them to68

produce improved results [27, 3, 39]. Condorcet’s jury theorem was first presented by a French mathematician [9].69

This theory studied a jury of voters who need to make a binary decision. Let p be the probability that each voter70

votes correctly and l be the probability of the majority of voters being correct [9]. Then:71

– if p > 0.5 then l > p,72

– if p > 0.5 and number of voters tend to infinity then l ≈ 1.73

Although this theorem is a proof of democracy, it can easily be applied to machine learning principles. We there-74

fore expect that by combing many weak learners, which are slightly better than a random guess, a more accurate75

learner can be produced.76

The ensemble supervised learning idea has been in use since the late seventies. In 1977 Tukey proposed77

combining two regressors. The first regressor fit a line on data and the second one concentrated on remained78

instances [36]. In 1979 Dasarathy proposed a combined classifier such that each of base classifiers worked on a79

portion of data [10].80

In the nineties, progress in ensemble methods was steady. In 1990 an ensemble of several similarly config-81

ured neural networks was proposed. The performance of the combined classifier was improved compared with a82

single one [17]. The AdaBoost algorithm, introduced in 1996, is one of the most powerful ensemble algorithms.83

Ensemble algorithms can also be utilized for the purpose of improving the robustness of unsupervised tasks like84

clustering [40].85

Bootstrap AGGregatING (Bagging) was first proposed in 1996 [4]. It improves classification by combining the86

classification of randomly generated training sets. One of the successful examples of bagging methods is bagging87

Support Vector Machine (SVM). Since in the SVM algorithm the dimension of the kernel matrix is equal to the88

sample size, it is better to use a limited sample size [21]. These ensemble methods use several base learners with89

data which are randomly selected from training data [4].90

It is useful to distinguish between dependent and independent ensemble methods. In a dependent ensemble91

classifier, the output of each base classifier affects learning of the next base classifier. Hence, we can take advantage92

of the information learned previously for the next classifier. Boosting is an example of a dependent ensemble93

classifier. Alternatively, in the independent ensemble methods, each base classifier is trained independently and the94

outputs are then combined for the final verdict. Bagging is an example of an independent ensemble classifier. In this95

paper, an independent ensemble loss function is applied to a convolutional neural network for text classification.96

There has been prior work that shows promising results on the use of an ensemble loss for simple Neural97

Network (NN) classifiers [15]. The current work shows that the approach can improve the results of the state-of-98

the-art methods.99

3 The Proposed Method100

The proposed learning method is shown in Figure 1 with the ensemble loss function represented by the dashed box.101

Figure 2 shows the CNN architecture of the neural network. This CNN architecture is based on the state-of-the-art102

CNN for text classification introduced by [22].103

3.1 CNN Architecture104

Assume that in a multi-class dataset X , xi ∈ RK is the k-dimensional input that represents the ith word of105

the sentence. There are C classes such that y ∈ {0, 1}C is the one-hot encoding of the label. A sequence of106
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Fig. 1: The Schema of the proposed learning method

length j is represented by concatenating j successive words. Generally we use xi:i+j to represent the sequence107

xi, xi+1, ....xi+j .108

As shown in Figure (1), in a convolutional layer each filter c uses parameter vector w ∈ Rhk which is applied
to a sliding window containing h words xi, xi+1, ..., xi+h−1. The same parameter vector w is applied to each
window i in the sequence, generating feature ci as follows:

ci = f(xi:i+h−1 · w + b) (1)

where b ∈ R is a bias term and f is a non-linear function. The feature map of each convolutional filter is repre-109

sented by a vector [c1, c2, ....cn−h+1]. Then, 1-max pooling is performed over each map, i.e., the largest number110

from each feature map is recorded [8, 7]. It means that the feature with the largest value is the most important one.111

In order to consider multiple features, several filter sizes are used. Filters of sizes 3, 4, 5, are for three-gram,112

four-gram and five-gram respectively. Each filter results in a univariate feature vector and these are all concatenated113

to create the input for the next layer. The features, which form the last layer, are passed to a fully connected softmax114

layer whose output is the probability distribution over labels. Each number in thisN dimensional vector represents115

the probability of a certain class.116

By varying the size of the kernels and concatenating their outputs, we are making the opportunity to detect117

the patterns of multiple sizes (3, 4, or 5 adjacent words). Patterns could be expressions (word n-grams) such as “I118

hate you”, “very good answer” and so on. CNNs can therefore identify patterns in the sentence regardless of their119

position. These filters are commonly used for text classification [22] and our work would explore the impact of120

the ensemble of loss functions on the architecture shown in Figure 2 and their variants.121

Figure 2 represents the CNN extended with our ensemble loss function for the 3-class classification problem. A122

CNN is able to tune its filter weights through backpropagation. In the fully connected layer, a softmax nonlinearity123

is applied to the output of the network and the ensemble loss function between the normalized predictions and a124

1-hot encoding of the label is calculated to train the network’s parameters.125
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Fig. 2: The proposed CNN for text Classification

In the backward pass, the gradients of our proposed loss function flow back through the networks and the126

weights contributing most to the loss are determined and are adjusted in order to decrease the loss value. Therefore,127

the weights are updated in the opposite direction of the gradient.128

For regularization, we make use of dropout layers to reduce overfitting. It prevents hidden components from
being co-adapted by randomly dropping out a proportion p of the hidden components. Let z = [ĉ1, ĉ2, ..., ĉm] be
the output of the max-pooling layer, the output is generated in the forward path according to Equation (2)

y = w · (z � r) + b (2)

where r ∈ Rm is a masking vector of Bernoulli variables with the probability p of being 1 and � is the element-129

wise multiplication operator. In the back-propagation pass, the gradients only go through the unmasked compo-130

nents. This helps to overcome over-fitting. We also use the L2 regularization layer to assure that the network does131

not over-fit. In the following section, some details about the employed objective function are provided.132

3.2 The Novelty of Our Proposed Method133

We propose a novel objective function that is a linear combination of single losses and integrate the proposed134

objective function into a deep neural network. We start with a mathematical explanation of the meaning of a loss135

function to clarify the importance of the loss function. Let ŷ denote the estimated label of a true label y. Then, a loss136

functionL(y, ŷ) is a positive function which indicates how different ŷ is from y. We combine several loss functions137

using a linear combination with trainable weights. Let {Lj(y, ŷ)}Kj=1 denote K single loss functions. In addition138

to finding the optimal parameter of the neural network, the goal is to find the best weights, {λ1, λ2, . . . , λK}, to139

combine K base loss functions in order to generate a better application-tailored loss function. We need to add a140

further constraint to avoid yielding near zero values for all λi weights. The proposed ensemble loss function is141

defined as below.142

L =

K∑
j=1

λjLj(y, ŷ),

K∑
j=1

λj = 1 (3)
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Equation (4) shows the optimization, given N training samples143

minimize
w,λ

N∑
i=1

K∑
j=1

λjLj(yi, ŷi)

s.t.
K∑
j=1

λj = 1, λj ≥ 0

(4)

where yi are the true labels and ŷi are the scores. To make the optimization algorithm simpler, we use λ2j instead of144

λj , so the second constraint λj ≥ 0 can be omitted. The resulting optimization problem is shown in Equation (5).145

minimize
w,λ

N∑
i=1

K∑
j=1

λ2jLj(yi, ŷi)

s.t.
K∑
j=1

λ2j = 1

(5)

We then incorporate the constraint as a regularization term based on the concept of Augmented Lagrangian.
The modified objective function using Augmented Lagrangian is presented in Equation (6) [14].

minimize
w,λ

N∑
i=1

K∑
j=1

λ2jLj(yi, ŷi)+

η1(

K∑
j=1

λ2j − 1) + η2(

K∑
j=1

λ2j − 1)2

(6)

Note that the amount of η2 must be significantly greater that η1 [31] . The first and the second terms of the objective146

function cause λ2i values to approach zero but the third term satisfies
∑K
j=1 λ

2
j = 1. Algorithm (1) summarizes147

the whole training process.148

Algorithm 1 Pseudo-Code of the Whole Training Process for the Proposed Method Shown in Figure 2
Input:
The training set T , parameters λi (weights associated with each individual loss function), η1, η2 (Lagrangian weights) ,σ (Correntopy kernel
bandwidth), and m (maximum number of iterations (epochs))
Base loss functions {Li(Xi, yi)}3i=1, K=3 (Correntropy, Multi-class Hinge loss and Cross-Entropy)
Output:
Parameter W,λ1, λ2, λ3 in Equation (6)
1: Initiate Ensemble Loss Function using {Lj(Xi, yi)}3j=1 and random λ1, λ2, λ3
2: Initialize parameters W ∼ N(0, Σ) and t = 0
3: while not converged do
4: Select a mini-batch of training samples {Xi, yi}Ni=1 from training set T .
5: Perform a forward path, calculate the loss and regularization term:

N∑
i=1

K=3∑
j=1

λ2jLj(yi, ŷi) + η1(

K=3∑
j=1

λ2j − 1) + η2(

K=3∑
j=1

λ2j − 1)2

6: Perform a backward propagation by the BP algorithm.
7: Update W,λ1, λ2, λ3 by gradient descent algorithm.
8: t← t+ 1

return {λ(t)1 , λ
(t)
2 , λ

(t)
3 ,W (t)}

3.3 Choice of Loss Functions149

We combine three loss functions to form our ensemble loss: 1) Multi-class Hinge that enhances the margin, 2)150

Correntropy that leads to a robust classifier, and 3) Cross-entropy that improves probability estimation. The three151

chosen loss functions are briefly discussed below.152
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Multi-Class Hinge loss function. This loss function does not penalize the correctly classified samples that are far
away from the classification hyperplane, so, it leads to some (not guaranteed) dual sparsity. However, it does not
help with probability estimation that is a big advantage of other loss functions such as the Logistic loss function.
Instead, it punishes both the misclassified samples and the ones that are close to classification hyperplane (this
is why it is so useful to determine margins). In particular, diminishing hinge-loss comes with diminishing across
margin misclassifications. Hence, it leads to a maximum margin classifier that improves the generalization. The
Multi-Class Hinge (MC-Hinge) loss function is defined in Equation (7) [30, 41],

LMC−Hinge =
∑
sj 6=syi

max(0, sj − syi + 1) (7)

where sj is the score of the jth class (incorrect class) for the ith data point and syi is the score of yi class (correct153

class). Minimizing this multi-class Hinge loss function is equivalent to making the scores of correct labels much154

larger than those of incorrect labels.155

Correntropy loss function. This loss function was first introduced by Liu within the information theory area [25].
The Correntropy loss function is defined in Equation (8),

Lcorr(ŷi, yi) = 1− exp(−||yi − ŷi||
2

σ2
) (8)

where yi are the labels, ŷi are the scores, and σ is the kernel width. Since the base of correntropy is the Gaussian156

kernel, it is more likely to be robust in the presence of outliers [6]. Figure 3 shows the Correntropy loss function157

with different values of σ. We use Correntropy loss function with σ = 1.5.158
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Fig. 3: Correntropy loss function with different values of σ.

Cross-entropy loss function. This loss function is also known as log loss and is the most commonly used loss159

function in Artificial Neural Networks for classification. The output prediction is always between zero and one160

and is interpreted as a probability. Data training corresponds to the maximization of the conditional log-likelihood161

of the data. Cross-entropy loss increases as the predicted probability deviates from the actual label. A perfect162

model would have a log loss of 0 [11]. Cross-Entropy loss function is defined in Equation (9).163

Lc−e(ŷi, yi) = −
∑
i

yilog(ŷi) (9)
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4 Datasets and Experimental Setup164

To test the applicability of the model for text classification, we have evaluated the proposed model on several165

benchmark datasets. These are described in Table 1, along with some summary statistics. By testing the model on166

various text classification tasks on different domains we can explore the general applicability of our model to text167

classification and generalize over any particular bias or structures that might occur in specific tasks and domains.168

4.1 CNN Model169

Deep networks have achieved state-of-the-art results in the case of text classification on benchmark datasets. We170

apply the ensemble loss function to the following variants of the CNN architecture.171

CNN-rand: In this model, all the word vectors are randomly initialized and modified during the training process.172

CNN-static: In this model, the word vectors are initialized with pre-trained values, using word2vec. The vec-173

tors are kept unchanged during the training phase. We utilize the publicly available word2vec vectors of 300174

dimensions trained on billions of words from Google News [29].175

4.2 Hyperparamteters176

The hyperparameters of the network have been set as in Table 2.177

Table 1: Description and summary statistics for the datasets. c: Number of classes. l: Average number of tokens
per sentence. N : Number of documents. |V |: Vocabulary size. Test: Number of documents in the test set (CV
means there was no standard train/test split and 10-fold cross-validation was used).

Data c l N |V | Test Description

MR 2 20 10662 18765 CV A collection of movie reviews with one sentence per
review from the Rotten Tomatoes dataset. It contains
positive and negative reviews [32].

SST-1 5 18 11855 17836 6246 An extension of MR but with fine-grained labels (very
positive, positive, neutral, negative, very negative)
[33]

SST-2 2 19 9613 16185 1821 This is like SST-1 but neutral reviews are removed
and it consists of binary labels.

TREC 6 10 5952 9592 500 A collection of questions where the task is to deter-
mine the question type (whether the question is about
person, location, numerical information, etc.) [24].

MPQA 2 3 10606 6246 CV The MPQA Opinion Corpus contains news articles
from a wide variety of news sources manually anno-
tated for opinions and other private states (i.e., beliefs,
emotions, sentiments, speculations, etc.) [20].

Subj 2 23 10000 21323 CV A collection of sentences where the task is to deter-
mine whether a sentence is a subjective or objective
[32].

CR 2 19 3775 5340 CV Customer reviews about products where the task is to
determine the polarity of the review (positive or neg-
ative) [20].
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Table 2: CNN’s Configuration

Description CNN-rand CNN-Static
Word embeddings 128 300
CNN filter size 3, 4, 5 3, 4, 5
Activation function ReLu ReLu
Pooling 1-max pooling 1-max pooling
Dropout rate 0.5 0.5
Mini-Batch size 128 128
Learning rate 1e-3 0.5 e-3
Number of Filters 128 64
l2-loss 0.35 0.4
number of epochs 50 50

4.3 Results and Discussion178

In this section, we investigate the effectiveness of our proposed approach through comprehensive experiments on179

the benchmark datasets. We first compare its effectiveness in comparison with the state-of-the-art CNNs for text180

classification. Next, we compare our proposed model against the use of each individual loss function. Last, we181

explore how much each individual loss function contributes to the final ensemble loss function.182

4.3.1 Comparison with the State-of-the-Art183

Kim obtained good results for document classification with a single layer CNN [22]. He used differently sized184

kernels across the filters to make grouping of word representations at different scales [22]. After his work, several185

researchers have tried to use a deeper word-based network to improve the results in text classification. It was186

observed that deeper convolutional neural networks did not improve the performance of the text classification.187

Table 3 shows the results of our experiments compared with state-of-the-art methods based on Kim’s CNN188

[22] and an extension by Mandelbaum et al. [26]. Mandelbaum et al’s network is based on Kim’s, with a difference189

in the embedding layer for representing words. They have implemented a CNN trained on top of the pre-trained190

word vectors and have proved that improvement in word representation affects the performance of the CNN [26].191

For the sake of a consistent comparison with Kim’s method, we have not changed the embedding layer. The192

hyper-parameters have been set as shown in Table 2.193

The results listed in the table are as reported in the original papers. We have replicated the work of Kim and194

observed that our results were very similar. Overall, we can observe that our proposed method outperforms the195

other methods in five datasets, equals the best in the MPQA dataset, and TREC is the only dataset where it under196

performs.197

4.3.2 Comparison with Individual Loss Functions198

In this section, we compare the effectiveness of our approach in comparison with individual loss functions through199

experiments on the benchmark datasets of Table 1. The CNN-Static architecture has been used and the hyper-200

parameters of the network have been set as reported in Table 2. 10-fold cross-validation has been used to tune the201

parameters.202

As explained in Section 3, Correntropy, Cross-Entropy and multi-class Hinge loss functions are selected for203

the base losses to form our ensemble loss function. Table 4 shows the test accuracy obtained by our proposed204

method in comparison with its components.205

Table 3: Test Accuracy of our method in comparison with literature. Best results are highlighted in boldface.

Model MR SST1 SST2 Subj MPQA TREC CR
CNN-rand [22] 76.1 45.0 82.7 89.6 83.4 91.2 79.8
CNN-static [22] 81.0 45.5 86.8 93.0 89.6 92.8 84.7
CNN-rand [26] 76.4 41 80.2 91.1 - 97.6 -
CNN-static [26] 80.3 48.1 85.4 92.5 - 98.2 -
CNN-rand (ours) 77.1 49.2 88.9 90.0 85.6 87.2 81.3
CNN-static (ours) 81.8 57.0 93.9 93.6 89.6 91.2 85.6
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In terms of comparison among individual losses, in almost all datasets, Cross-Entropy outperforms the other206

loss functions (Correntropy and multi-class Hinge). Cross-entropy is a widely used loss function for multi-class207

classification in neural networks, especially in conjunction with the Sigmoid activation function, causing the pre-208

dicted output to be interpreted as a probability. Minimizing the Cross-Entropy loss function corresponds to max-209

imizing the conditional log-likelihood of the data. These characteristics make it appropriate for classification210

purposes and the results show that Cross-entropy is indeed the best when only one loss function is used.211

Table 4 also shows that the ensemble of losses improves on the results of each individual loss, including Cross-212

Entropy, in almost all datasets. This indicates that the other loss functions complement Cross-Entropy and are able213

to recover some of the errors introduced by Cross-Entropy.214

Table 4: Test accuracy with 10-fold cross-validation. Best results are highlighted in boldface

Data MR SST1 SST2 MPQA Subj TREC CR
Cross-Entropy 79.8 45.0 85.4 88.9 92.8 92.5 84.9
Correntropy 78.9 45.0 88.7 81.6 92.4 90.5 84.5
Hinge 81.0 30.6 83.7 70.1 92.4 87.2 84.0
Ours 81.8 57 93.9 89.6 93.6 91.2 85.6

4.3.3 On comparing the CPU time215

We have also explored the CPU time for training the CNN architecture shown in Figure 2 with single losses216

compared with our proposed ensemble loss function. We have run the experiments on a computer with a 3.40 GHz217

Intel core i7 processor, 32.00 GB RAM, Ubuntu 18.04 operating system, and the programming environment is218

Pyhton 3.6 with no process running in the background. Table 5 lists the results in seconds. Overall, the running219

time for the ensemble loss function is slightly higher than the single losses because of its complexity compared220

with the others, but the increase of time is very low compared with the total running times.221

Table 5: The CPU time (in seconds) of our method in Comparison with other methods (5 epochs)

Data MR SST1 SST2 MPQA Subj TREC CR
Cross-Entropy 134.273 392.723 196.407 79.044 241.576 45.945 68.516
Correntropy 134.852 390.171 197.975 78.848 240.895 46.840 68.112
Hinge 134.185 389.163 196.964 78.538 240.286 45.842 68.089
Ours 135.266 393.722 198.271 79.419 240.919 48.171 68.901

4.3.4 Exploring the Weights Associated with each Loss Function (λi)222

We have also explored how each of three base loss functions contribute to the ensemble loss function (Figure 4).223

The actual sum of weights associated with each loss function is not exactly the value 1 because the constraints224

integrated into Equation (6) are not hard. Therefore, to reach a consistent scale we have normalized all the weights.225

The normalized values of λi are shown in Figure 4. Overall, Cross-Entropy has the largest weights in all datasets,226

which means that Cross-Entropy contributes the most to form our ensemble loss function. This is expected given227

the results of Table 4.228

Regarding the Correntropy loss function, as shown in Figure 3, Correntropy with σ = 1.5 (the one we have229

used in our experiments) does not penalize samples with big errors, so it tends to be a suitable loss function230

in very noisy environments, especially in the presence of outliers. Unlike other classifiers, CNN itself is a robust231

classifier; it works by back propagating the gradient of the loss and it is likely to suffer from the vanishing gradient.232

Therefore, a loss function that highlights the error might work better than Correntropy. This is another reason that233

the Cross-Entropy loss function gets the largest weight among the others in the ensemble loss function.234

5 Conclusions235

In this paper, we have proposed the use of an ensemble loss function consisting of a linear combination of single236

losses and have integrated the ensemble loss into a CNN. The weights associated with the linear combination of237

losses are learned by backpropagation during the training stage.238
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Fig. 4: value of λi in different datasets

We have studied how such an ensemble loss function affects the state-of-the-art CNNs for text classification.239

The proposed loss function showed an improvement compared with the use of the state-of-the-art CNNs in text240

classification. We have also investigated the effectiveness of the ensemble loss compared with the individual loss241

functions through experiments. We experimentally showed that an ensemble of loss functions works better than242

its individual components. Furthermore, associated weights of each individual loss function have been calculated243

and in almost all datasets, Cross-Entropy obtained the biggest weight.244

It is important to note that the only difference between the state-of-the-art CNN architecture and our system is245

the use of the loss function. This suggests that our proposed loss function may offer improvement over the other246

CNN architectures. This extension can be added easily and therefore we suggest that it could be added to the247

currently available neural network architectures. As Table 5 shows, the increase of computation time when adding248

our proposed loss is rather small.249

As a possible next step in our research, we aim at discovering how an ensemble loss function would work in the250

other applications such as image processing. Another possible extension might be making the weights associated251

with the combination of losses sparse in order to simplify our model.252
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